The issue of how complex organismal features and functions arise through evolution remains a topic of great interest to researchers. We used digital organisms to investigate how simpler capabilities that evolved earlier may provide stepping stones for evolving new features. Populations of digital organisms evolved in environments of varying complexity where survival required different uses of memory. We conducted experiments that used different initial ancestors for populations: (1) an ancestor with only the ability to selfreplicate, evolved in each of the four types of experimental environments; (2) successful organisms from one environment seeded populations that continued to evolve in one additional environment ("one level" transfer); (3) successful organisms were transferred progressively from the simplest environment to the most complex ("waterfall" transfer). We found that the difference in performance of the most successful organisms at the end of evolution was significantly different (1) when the original environment differed little from the new environment, and (2) when the original environment produced adaptations that provided memory and use of previous life experience.
Introduction
In order to survive, organisms have evolved many complex adaptations. Even simple organisms have complex functions and structures. Bacteria communicate using secreted molecules to coordinate the behavior of the group. In other organisms, complex hierarchical regulatory circuits have evolved to integrate and process sensory information (Brelles-Marino and Bedmar, 2001 ). Many complex adaptations gave rise to brains that are capable of extracting patterns from a noisy, non-stationary, and often unpredictable environment. Brains control and coordinate movement, form memories, and construct models of the world and its dynamics (Koch and Laurent, 1999) .
The manner in which complex features such as brains evolve is a key issue in evolutionary biology. Insight into this issue helps explain the presence of biological complexity and provides inspiration to computer scientists and engineers. Investigating the evolution of complexity can provide guidance in how we create and use new technologies, including drug therapies, the Internet, and self-replicating robots.
Trying to find effective ways to improve on these technologies is challenging, but identifying how basic elements affect complexity may lead to new and more effective solutions to complex problems. Coyne (2009) describes natural selection as a "tinkerer," doing the best it can with what is available at the time. In the natural world, evolution through natural selection has repeatedly produced highly complex traits. To understand the details of how evolution produces something as complex as a brain, we would need a perfect fossil record, ideally including the genetic information for the entire line of descent. This ideal situation rarely exists in the natural world, making such analysis hard to perform in living organisms. Digital evolution, an approach within the larger discipline of artificial life, offers a potential solution to many of the problems involved with studying evolution in living organisms. Digital evolution systems allow us to track evolution as it occurs, producing the complete record we need for analysis. Researchers can observe and analyze the evolving population without disturbing the environment, something that is nearly impossible to do in natural systems. Investigators are also able to control most aspects of the evolutionary environment so that hypotheses can be tested with proper experimental control. This degree of control is difficult to achieve with natural systems.
Many researchers have explored issues of complexity. The notion of complexity can be viewed in a number of ways. These different perspectives are reflected in the variety of approaches to exploring the topic. Adami et al. (2000) measured genomic complexity in digital organisms using information theory. Adami et al. showed that genomic complexity increases under the influence of natural selection, as mutations that allow organisms to survive (i.e., informative mutations) are preserved in the genome. Goldstein (2009) applied fluid dynamics principles to the question of the evolution of multicellularity, hypothesizing that the transition to multicellularity was connected to competing aspects of fluid dynamics. Lenski et al. (2003) provided a strong demonstration of the emergence of functional complexity, the degree of complexity of the realized function.
ALIFE 14: Proceedings of the Fourteenth International Conference on the Synthesis and Simulation of Living Systems DOI: http://dx.doi. org/10.7551/978-0-262-32621-6-ch019 Their study showed that there are functional relations between simpler and more complex functions, and that simpler functions may be used to evolve more complex functions. In that study, Avida organisms evolved to perform nine logic functions of increasing complexity. Of the 50 experimental populations, 23 populations evolved the most complex task, logical equals (EQU). In another set of experiments for the study, organisms were rewarded for performing EQU, but not for performing any of the simpler tasks. In this setup, none of the populations evolved EQU. The authors' analysis revealed that the complex task required building blocks provided by the simpler tasks that came earlier in evolution.
In this paper, we present results related to the evolution of functional complexity. Digital organisms evolved in different environments where success required different uses of memory. The complexity of the task related to the level of memory use required to execute the task. To test the hypothesis that simpler functions that evolved earlier provided building blocks for more complex functions, we used three treatments with different initial ancestors for the evolving populations.
Avida Overview
The Avida Digital Evolution platform (Ofria and Wilke, 2004) places a population of self-replicating computer programs (called digital organisms or Avidians) in a computational environment. Avida provides the basic ingredients necessary for evolution: replication, competition and variation (Dennett, 2002) .
The Avida world, or population grid, is a two-dimensional grid of cells, each of which may contain at most one digital organism. Each individual organism is made of a circular list of assembly language-like instructions, its "genome," and a virtual central processing unit (CPU). The standard Avida virtual CPU consists of three registers, two stacks, and several heads. Each instruction in the genome modifies the virtual CPU, and the cost of executing the instructions is measured in virtual CPU cycles. Avidians perform all internal operations and interact with the world through executing their instructions.
Most Avida experiments are seeded with a simple selfreplicating ancestor, i.e., an organism that has only the ability to copy itself into a space of memory that will become its offspring. When the digital organisms copy themselves (i.e., self-replicate), there is a possibility for variations, or mutations. Mutations in Avida can be an addition, deletion, or change of Avida instructions in the offspring's genome. When an organism has finished its replication, the offspring's genome is divided from that of the parent, and the offspring is placed in a grid cell in the population grid, replacing any other organism that occupied that location. Thus, the fundamental competition in Avida is created by the limited space in the environment. An Avidian that can replicate faster has an advantage over slower replicators because the faster replicating organism will have a higher probability of more descendants in future populations than a slower Avidian. Execution speed is variable, and is determined in part by an organism's metabolic rate. The metabolic rate is used to allocate virtual CPU cycles, and a higher metabolic rate increases the speed the Avidian can execute instructions by allocating it more virtual CPU cycles in the current time slice. Avidians may increase their metabolic rate by performing tasks related to success, such as performing logic operations or following a path.
In our experiments, we use an Avida environment type called the state grid (Grabowski et al., 2010 (Grabowski et al., , 2011 (Grabowski et al., , 2012 (Grabowski et al., , 2013 . The state grid, or behavior grid, is a virtual environment separate from the Avida population grid, where each organism has separate information about its environment. While a digital organism stays in the same position in the Avida population grid, each Avidian has a virtual grid where it can move independently of other organisms in the population. The only interaction between individuals in behavior grid experiments is when a newly produced offspring replaces another organism in the population grid. The behavior grid allows simplification of the experimental design and implementation of experiments, is easily defined and understood by human experimenters, and runs with efficiency and relatively low computational overhead.
Methods

Evolutionary environments
Each behavior grid contains a single path for the Avidians to follow. The path is formed by placing a sensory cue in each grid cell. Avidians may sense the cue in the cell if they execute a sensing instruction. The cues do not provide any information to the organisms about what to do with the sensory information; organisms must decide what use to make of the sensory cue, if any. The concept behind the environments is that an organism moves around the behavior grid environment, encountering different states that either increase or decrease the organism's energy by increasing or decreasing the metabolic rate bonus. When an organism moves along the path, it encounters "food" states that supply more energy than the amount of energy lost through movement. If an organism moves to a location off the path, it will not receive energy since those cells do not contain food. The more steps the organism takes off the path, the greater the amount of energy wasted, reducing the overall metabolic rate bonus. Organisms that move along the food path build up energy, and are able to execute at an accelerated rate.
The environmental cues or signals in the behavior grid paths vary depending on the experimental design. We used the following cues to construct behavior grid paths:
• Empty: indicates that the organism is off the path. Movement in empty cells reduces metabolic rate bonus. GT environments contain all sensory cues used to construct behavior grid paths.
• Nutrient: indicates that a cell is on the path and contributes to the metabolic rate bonus the first time that the organism occupies the cell.
• Directional cue: signals a turn (either right or left) in the path. All turns are 45
• increments. Turn cues are treated as nutrients, adding to the metabolic rate bonus.
• General-turn cue: signals the repetition of the most recently encountered directional cue and also contributes to the metabolic bonus.
Different environments are created by using different cues for the paths. The configurations of our paths were inspired by maze-following experiments with honey bees (Zhang et al., 1996) . For our experiments, we used the following environment types:
• Single-turn (ST): paths that have directional cues in only one direction, right or left.
• Right-left (RL): environments containing both left and right directional cues in the same environment.
• Cue-first (CF): the first turn signal (i.e., right or left directional cue) in the environment specifies the direction of the rest of the turns, which are indicated by general turn cues. All turns in each environment are in the same direction (right or left).
• General-turn (GT): contains a combination of left and right directional cues, along with the general turn cue. The explicit directional cue appears when the direction of turn changes from the preceding turn (e.g., when the last turn was to the right and the current turn is to the left). Otherwise, the general turn cue appears. Figure 1 shows an example GT environment.
Each environment is slightly more complex than the previous one in terms of the memory needed for success in the environment. In ST environments, Avidians must handle only one directional cue type in each environment. For RL environments, organisms must respond to both types of directional cues. The ST and RL environments require only a simple mapping from the sensory input to the necessary action. The CF and GT environments, however, require that organisms make behavioral decisions based on both the current sensory input and past life experience. In CF environments, that experience is the specific directional cue that was sensed at the first turn on the path. Once the organism successfully maps the general turn to that initial explicit directional cue, it does not need to update that mapping during its lifetime. For GT environments, the organism must remember the most recent directional cue. GT environments require the ability to remember the last directional cue and update that memory at irregular intervals while traversing the path. A successful solution for the GT environment is also a successful solution for all the other environments. Each environment is a sub-problem of the subsequent environment.
Organisms receive a metabolic rate bonus for a path traversal task (Grabowski et al., 2010) , accruing increasing bonuses as they move farther on the path. If an organism travels the entire path without stepping off, it receives the maximum possible bonus. Organisms receive the bonus only for the first time they enter a path cell, discouraging them from evolving to oscillate between cells. Any movement off the path is considered a waste of energy, and therefore all movement off the path reduces metabolic bonus.
Task quality (TQ) provides a measure of how well an organism traverses a path, reflecting the proportion of the path an organism travelled without making mistakes. The calculation of task quality is simply
where (valid − empty) is the difference of the count of unique (i.e., non-duplicate) path cells encountered (valid) and the total count of empty cells (empty ) encountered, and pathLength is the total count of path cells (nutrients and directional cues). Task quality must remain non-negative. If valid − empty becomes negative, task quality is set to 0. Task quality values range from 0 to 1, with 1 the best possible task quality value. Avida tracks the task quality throughout evolution, recording the maximum task quality (MTQ). The MTQ value is the highest task quality among all organisms in the population at the moment the measurement 
Experimental Setup
We used three treatments for experiments, one which served as a control and two experimental treatments. For the control (Figure 2 ), we seeded populations in each of the four environment types described above (ST, RL, CF, GT) with an organism with only the ability to replicate. The control populations established a baseline against which to compare the experimental populations, and replicated results of earlier work (Grabowski et al., 2010 (Grabowski et al., , 2011 (Grabowski et al., , 2012 . For each type of environment, we used eight different path configurations. Each organism was assigned a path at random when it was placed in the population grid. All experiments ran for 250,000 updates (the native unit of time in Avida, equivalent to around 10,000 generations in these experiments). The purpose of the experimental treatments was to probe how earlier adaptations affect further evolution. For these experiments, organisms that evolved in one environment were transferred to, and continued to involve in, a different environment. For both treatments described below, we ranked the populations by maximum task quality at the end of evolution and took the best organism from each of the top five populations. Each of these five organisms served as the initial ancestor for ten new populations in the new environment. Experimental treatments differed according to the number of different environments organisms were exposed to during evolution, as described below. 2. Experiment 2: "Waterfall" transfer. In this treatment, evolved organisms were transferred progressively from the simplest environment (ST) through the most complex environment (GT). Evolved organisms from the ST control experiments served as the ancestors for the RL environment populations, as described above (see Experimental Setup). After evolution in this new environment, the most successful organisms became the ancestors for populations in both the CF and GT environments. After additional evolution in the CF environment, successful organisms seeded more GT environment populations (Figure 4) .
In both experimental treatments, we used two different transfer "pathways" into GT environments (RL to GT, and CF to GT). This approach allowed us to test which sub-problem-and its corresponding previously evolved ability-bestowed more of an advantage, the ability to handle both right and left turns in the same path or the ability to remember a past action.
Results and Discussion One Level Transfer Experiments
As described above, the ancestor organisms for these experiments were the highest fitness organisms from the top five control populations, ranked by task quality. Each of the five organisms was the ancestor for ten new populations in the transfer environment. Not all of the new populations survived the transfer, i.e., some populations died out before the planned end of the experiment. Table 1 summarizes MTQ and survival information for the one level transfer experiments. Organisms from the most successful of those populations then seeded new populations in CF and GT environments. After more evolution in the CF environment, organisms from top performing populations seeded new populations in the GT environment.
Single-turn to Right-left environments (ST-RL)
The top five ranking organisms from ST environments were transferred to RL environments. Since these organisms' ancestors were exposed to both right and left turn paths during the course of evolution in the ST environment, we hypothesized that the transfer populations would be able to evolve a solution faster than the control populations that evolved from scratch (de novo). Our data support this hypothesis. In fact, the transfer populations evolved the capability to traverse the entire path correctly in a short time, and maintained that ability throughout the duration of the experiments. The difference in maximum task quality (MTQ) values between the transfer populations and the populations evolved de novo is statistically significant (Mann-Whitney, p < 0.05). Right-left to Cue-first environments (RL-CF). In the the Right-left to Cue-first (RL-CF) transfer experiments, only two of the five seed organisms survived the transfer to the new environment. Thus, only 20 of 50 populations survived to the end of the experiment. All of the surviving populations come from the third and fifth ranked organisms transferred from the RL environment. Figure 6 shows that the AMTQ of the transfer populations was higher than that of the control populations at the beginning of the experiments. As evolution progressed, the AMTQ of the control populations passed that of the transfer populations. Although some of the individual transfer populations did well, in general they did not fare as well as the control populations that evolved from scratch in the CF environments. Of all of the transfer populations that survived to experiment completion, only two produced organisms that were able to successfully traverse the Cue-first environment paths. Both of these organisms evolved from the fifth-ranked transfer ancestor.
Right-left to General-turn environments (RL-GT).
The results of the Right-left to General-turn (RL-GT) transfer experiments echo those of the RL-CF experiments. Only 20 of 50 populations survived the experiment, with ten of the surviving populations descended from the third-ranked seed organism, and the other ten from the fifth-ranked seed organism. Figure 7 shows the AMTQ values for all treatments for GT environments (control populations, RL-CF transfers, and experiments discussed in the next two sections, CF-GT transfers, and waterfall transfers). The AMTQ of the GT and the RL-GT experiments are very close to each other. At the beginning of evolution, the transfer populations perform better than the controls. As evolution continues, the control populations surpass the AMTQ of the transfer populations. The transfer populations appear to evolve some improvements at intervals, so that the AMTQ of the transfer populations approaches that of the control populations. The populations that evolved from scratch steadily increase performance over time, but are surpassed by the transfer pop- Figure 6 : One level transfer experiments, Right-left to Cuefirst environments (RL-CF), and Control. Top organisms from the control experiments in the RL environment seeded new populations that evolved further in CF environments. Transfer populations initially had higher task quality than the control populations, but failed to make much progress over evolution. The control experiments continued to improve slowly throughout the course of evolution, ending the experiment with a significantly higher AMTQ than the transfer populations (Mann-Whitney, p < 0.05).
ulations just before the experiment finishes. However, the difference in AMTQ at the end of experiments is not significant (Mann-Whitney, p > 0.05). The individual organism with the greatest task quality was from a RL-GT transfer population, and had an AMTQ of 0.9926, indicating near perfect traversal of the path. Figure 8 shows the distribution of MTQ values for the RL-GT populations and the control GT populations.
Cue-first to General-turn environments (CF-GT). Some of the most interesting results came from the Cue-first to General-turn transfer experiments (CF-GT). 28 of 50 populations survived the experiment, with surviving populations descended from the first, second and fourth ranked seed organisms. Figure 7 shows that the CF-GT produced the best AMTQ among the GT experiments for all treatments discussed so far. The transfer populations performed better than populations from other treatments from the start, reaching an AMTQ of 0.5 before the midpoint of the experiment, with a steady increase throughout the remainder of evolution. By the end of the experiment the populations had an AMTQ greater than 0.6. Figure 8 shows the MTQ distribution from the GT, the RL-GT, and CF-GT experiments. There is a significant statistical difference between the CF-GT Experiment Surviving Replicates with Replicates MTQ > 0.9 ST-RL  40  40  RL-CF  20  2  RL-GT  20  4  CF-GT  28  7   Table 1 : Summary of one level transfer experiments. "Experiment" identifies the evolutionary environment of the ancestor and the environment to which the evolved organisms were transferred. For example, "ST-RL" denotes that the ancestor evolved first in the ST (Single-turn) environment and was then transferred to the RL (Right-left) environment. "Surviving Replicates" is the total number of replicates (populations) that survived until the end of the experiment in the new environment. "Replicates with MTQ > 0.9" gives the number of surviving populations that produced a Maximum Task Quality (MTQ) above 0.9 at the end of evolution.
and the other two groups, GT and RL-GT (Kruskal-Wallis, p < 0.05).
Waterfall Transfer Experiments
The waterfall transfer experiments begin with the control experiments evolving in ST environments. The top five organisms from the ST control experiment are then used to seed populations in RL environments. The top five organisms from these transfer populations are used to seed populations in both CF and GT environments. Finally, the top five organisms from the CF transfer populations seed new populations in GT environments. In the one level transfer experiments discussed above, many populations did not survive the transfer to the new environment. Survival was not an issue, however, in the waterfall transfer experiments, since all the populations survived to the end of the experiments.
ST-RL-GT Waterfall Transfer. The ST-RL-GT waterfall experiments produced the lowest AMTQ among all the treatments discussed so far. Figure 7 shows the AMTQ for GT populations from all treatments. During the first half of the experiment, the performance of the populations is similar to that of the populations from RL-GT one level transfer experiments. After that time, improvement appears to level off. At the end the experiment, these populations have the lowest AMTQ among all treatments. Figure 8 shows the MTQ distribution for all treatments in the GT environment.
The difference between between AMTQ values for the treatments is statistically significant (Kruskal-Wallis, p < 0.5).
ST-RL-CF-GT Waterfall Transfer. The ST-RL-CF-GT waterfall experiment has the second highest AMTQ values among all treatments in the GT environment (Figure 7) . The ST-RL-CF-GT populations increase their AMTQ quickly at the start of evolution, reaching an AMTQ above 0.4 with more than 90% of the experiment's time remaining. After the impressive start, however, improvement levels off, ending the experiment with an AMTQ value near 0.5 at the end of the experiment. Figure 8 shows the MTQ distributions from all treatments in the GT environment (Control, RL-GT, CF-GT, ST-RL-GT, and ST-RL-CF-GT). The difference between the MTQ distributions is significant (Kruskal-Wallis, p < 0.05). Table 2 gives a summary of the waterfall transfer experiments, showing the waterfall path (ST-RL-GT, or ST-RL-CF-GT) and the number of replicates that had MTQ value above 0.9. Similar to the one level transfer populations, the waterfall transfers from the CF environment had better MTQ, and a higher number of populations with MTQ value above 0.9.
Experiment
Replicates with MTQ > 0.9 ST-RL-GT 6 ST-RL-CF-GT 23 Table 2 : Summary of waterfall transfer experiments, showing the waterfall path (ST-RL-GT, or ST-RL-CF-GT) and the number of replicates that had MTQ greater than 0.9. All 50 populations in each pathway survived to the end of the experiments in these treatments. 
Conclusions and Future Work
Our results provide mixed support for our hypothesis that earlier evolution will provide building blocks for evolving more complex functions. We observed strong effects of advantages bestowed by prior evolution in the one level ST-RL and CF-GT transfer experiments. From one perspective, these results are not surprising. Intuitively, some environments equipped organisms with more stepping stones toward the new environment than others. Organisms that evolved in the ST environment were exposed to both right and left turn environments over the course of evolution. Successful organisms would be able to react to both directional cues, providing an important advantage when transferred to RL environments. The critical ability that evolved in the CF environments was memory, the same fundamental capability that was needed for success in the GT environments. If organisms were capable of remembering past experience from the start of evolution in GT environments, evolution only needed to tinker with the use of memory to suit the details of the new environment. The RL environment did not provide this critical stepping stone required for success in the CF or GT environment. Success in RL environments required that organisms correctly recognize and react to the directional cues, with no memory needed. Thus, organisms that evolved initially in RL environments lacked the key memory ability needed for either the CF or GT environment. We were initially somewhat puzzled by the lack of advan-tage provided by earlier evolution in the waterfall transfer experiments. We suggest some possible explanations for the results. First, perhaps the other environments are too simple, and the differences in demands between environments are not pronounced enough to produce a significant effect. A second explanation is that the solutions that evolved earlier were not easily modified by more evolution. In other words, perhaps the solutions were not sufficiently evolvable. Both the lackluster performance of the transfer populations and the high mortality rate of one level transfer populations suggest that low evolvability may be an issue. The noticeably bad performance of the ST-RL-GT transfer populations reinforces this possible explanation. We have several avenues in mind for exploring this issue. We will do additional analysis on evolved genomes for evidence of overspecialization, such as high redundancy or large genomes. We will also analyze the structure and algorithms of selected evolved genomes to identify features that are tuned to a specific environment. Such tuning may be evidence for over-specialization. Experiments of long duration may also lead to a high degree of specialization or other factors that impact evolvability. For all three treatments, experiments were given a relatively long run time (250,000 Avida updates, around 10,000 generations on average). That length of time is more than enough for a particular solution to tune to the initial environment to such a degree that transferred organisms cannot survive the new environment. We plan to test this hypothesis with another series of experiments with shorter durations before transfers occur. Another possible explanation for the waterfall transfer results is a bottleneck effect from using only the top five individuals as seeds for new populations. In addition to the loss of genetic diversity through the bottleneck, effects of random drift may be amplified. To counter these issues, we will do new experiments in which we seed new populations with an entire population from a prior environment.
The difference in survival rates between one level and waterfall transfers was also interesting. We plan to repeat our experiments while controlling the seed values used by Avida at the start of experiments, so that the waterfall transfer experiments use the same seed values as the one level transfer experiments. By doing this, we can test for whether the poor performance in the waterfall transfer experiments is related to bad luck in random seeds, or a more substantive effect.
We would also like to take the evolved genomes from the various experiments and analyze them in terms of information content, to provide a more quantitative view of the information required for these environments. Such analysis will help us to design improved environments and measurements for exploring the evolution of functional complexity.
